Abstract A computational code is developed to help identify metal absorption lines in high resolution QSO spectra, especially in the Lyα forest. The input to the code includes a list of line central wavelengths, column densities and Doppler widths. The code then searches for candidate metal absorption systems and assesses the probability that each system could be real. The framework of the strategy we employ is described in detail and we discuss how to estimate the errors in line profile fitting that are essential to identification. A series of artificial spectra is constructed to calibrate the performance of the code. Due to the effects of blending and noise on Voigt profile fitting, the completeness of the identification depends on the column density of absorbers. For intermediate and strong artificial metal absorbers, more than 90% could be confirmed by the code. The results of applying the code to the real spectra of QSOs HS0757+5218 and Q0100+1300 are also presented.
INTRODUCTION
The absorption lines in QSO spectra, most of which arise in intervening galaxies, galactic haloes and the intergalactic medium (IGM), can be classified into two types, the HI absorption lines which could only exist to the blue of the intrinsic Lyα emission, and the metal lines, which are found throughout the spectra. This paper concerns such classification in the Lyα forest at observed wavelength λ obs < (1 + z em )1215.67Å where the occasional metal lines are found among the more frequent Lyα lines.
We need samples of pure Lyα absorption from IGM uncontaminated by metal lines. The metal lines tend to be narrower than the HI lines, because they come from heavier ions, and have different clustering in velocity and line depths. The removal of metal lines from the Lyα forest is essential for accurate measurements of the properties of HI absorbers in IGM. These measurements include the usual statistical quantities, such as the distribution of column densities N HI , Doppler width b, and the distribution and power spectrum of the flux. Comparing these statistics to numerical simulations, we can deduce the physical parameters, for example, the temperature of IGM.
A human can find metal lines in Lyα forest, but it takes too long to identify most metal absorptions in a high resolution spectrum in which several hundred lines could be detected. By identifying, we mean to ascribe a specific line of observed wavelength λ obs to a specific transition of some ion with rest wavelength λ lab . The process is equivalent to specifying the redshift of the absorbing gas, z abs , since λ lab = λ obs /(1 + z abs ). Furthermore, the accuracy and completeness of human identification are hard to keep constant and difficult to measure. Thus, a human alone is not ideal for a large number of observed or simulated spectra.
The purpose of this work is to develop a computational method that can automatically identify metal lines and absorption systems in pre-processed high resolution QSO spectra. We call this code a "metal finder." With an automated metal finder, we can analyze not only the observed real QSO spectra but also output from numerical simulations.
This paper is a detailed description of the method and its applications. In Section 2, we will describe the origin and performance requirements of the problem. In Section 3, we present the detailed structure of the algorithm. The problem of how to estimate the fitting errors is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 is the test of our method with artificial spectra to measure the efficiency of the algorithm. Then we apply the code to real spectra in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, we give some discussion of the method.
BRIEF HISTORY AND THE GOAL OF METAL FINDER
Several automatic or semi-automatic methods to identify the absorption lines have been presented in archives since the detection of strong absorption in QSO spectra in the late 1960s (Bahcall 1968; Aaronson et al. 1975; Coleman et al. 1976; Roberts et al. 1978; Roberts 1979) . The strategies that have been employed to find candidate absorption redshifts are slightly different. Bahcall (1968) and Aaronson et al. (1975) used the correlation between the observational absorption lines and a group of selected laboratory atomic transitions to find candidate absorption redshifts, while others searched for pairs of detected lines in which the ratio of observational wavelengths was sufficiently close to the ratio of laboratory wavelengths of strong metal doublets, such as CIV 1548/1550 and MgII 2796/2803.
Due to the limited resolution power and lack of sky subtraction in early spectra, the strength of observational absorption lines was measured using integer line strength indices. These strengths were determined somewhat subjectively, and a complicated set of criteria was applied to manually reject accidental absorption redshifts that were not consistent with atomic physics or reasonable ionization equilibrium.
With the improvement of the data quality, Bahcall et al. modified their code so that it could be used in higher spectral resolutions (FWHM) of about 1 ∼ 2Å (Bahcall et al. 1992 (Bahcall et al. , 1993 , for which equivalent widths of absorption lines could be measured accurately and used to test if they are consistent with known line strengths and plausible ionization conditions.
In high resolution spectra (FWHM < 25 km s −1 ), most HI absorption lines could be resolved. Voigt profile fitting can be used to get the column density N and Doppler width b for each absorption line. The profile of absorption can be determined uniquely by N and b. Here N and b estimations are also useful in metal absorption line research. Thus it is superior to use N and b to help identify the absorption lines rather than equivalent widths (EWs). A typical high resolution spectrum for QSO Q0100+1300 taken with the HIRES spectrograph on the Keck telescope is presented in Figure 1 .
With a high signal to noise ratio (SNR) and broad wavelength coverage, it is relatively easy for humans to identify most of the metal lines outside the Lyα forest, especially metal doublets, because they are adjacent in the spectrum. Such identifications are explored one by one starting with a list of frequently seen transitions, from the common ionization states of abundant elements, and are confirmed when at least two lines at the same redshift are detected.
Hydrogen is an exception. It is often implicitly identified using a single transition of Lyα in the Lyα forest because Lyα absorption is extremely common. We know this is a reasonable assumption because we find the Lyβ lines at the same redshift when we are fortunate enough to have spectra that extend far enough into the UV to cover Lyβ. However, even when we have spectra that cover Lyβ there remain numerous potential Lyα lines for which the expected Lyβ lines would be too weak to detect, because the oscillator strength is only 1/7 that of Lyα. We can make a sample of HI redshifts, all of which show both Lyα and Lyβ, but this will bias the sample by excluding those absorbers with weak Lyβ lines, because they have low N HI and/or low b values.
Human identification of metal absorption becomes difficult inside the Lyα forest because there are so many lines, and many blends. While a human can eventually identify most lines outside the Lyα forest, and many metal absorptions inside it, this process is exceedingly slow after the first few redshifts with the strongest lines because there are numerous possible identifications for each weak line.
Our goal is to build a code which can calculate the probability that a given portion of the spectrum in the Lyα forest contains significant metal line absorption. We require these probabilities to be approximately of the correct ranking, but not numerically accurate. The code should be vastly faster than human identification, which is its major advantage. The second advantage is deterministic repeatability, which combined with speed allows us to calibrate the occurrence of errors made by the code on artificial spectra, and expect these calibrations to be applied to real spectra.
Two types of errors may occur when we attempt to identify a line as a metal. A Type-I error happens when the code rejects a true identification, but a Type-II error happens when the code accepts a false identification. The ideal solution would make no error of either type. However, we expect practical solutions to make both types of errors, with the sum being roughly constant. If we adjust the code to minimize the Type-I errors, we will usually tend to increase the Type-II errors.
In high resolution spectra the algorithm should not make significantly more Type-I errors than an experienced person. This means that it should find essentially all of the common doublets, and the common lines in known redshift systems with high N HI values. This can also be tested on real spectra, comparing the identifications made and missed by human identification and the code.
STRUCTURE OF THE ALGORITHM
Consider two general methods of finding metal absorption. A line based method converts a spectrum into a line list, and looks at the possible identifications of each. A redshift based approach examines the spectrum itself to quantify the chance that metals are present at each possible redshift. The redshift approach could be implemented by convolving the real spectrum with templates containing all common lines. We would have different templates for different N HI values, abundances and ionizations. This will work well outside the Lyα forest, but it would likely find far too many identifications in the Lyα forest where there are some absorptions at most wavelengths.
We know that an experienced human can find many metals in QSO spectra, even in the Lyα forest, using the line based method. We designed the algorithm by employing the line based method to capture the steps that work for humans, while using the code's specific advantages to overcome the two main weaknesses of humans.
We broadly divide the problem into three parts.
(1) We analyze the spectrum to make a list of line central wavelengths and fitting parameters. (2) We use the line properties, instead of the spectrum itself, to find the candidate redshifts of metal absorbers and (3) we calculate the probability of significant metal absorption at each redshift. Figure 2 is the flow diagram showing the main processes of the code.
Hereafter the word "line" refers to any absorption observed in the spectra in general, "metal line" refers to the line identified as the candidate absorption of some metal ion by the code, "metal absorber" refers to a group of metal lines of the same ion at the same redshift, and "system" refers to the group of all absorptions of various ions at the same redshift.
Input and Output of Metal Finder
We fit the continuum of the spectra and absorption lines of the spectra using Voigt profiles in the normal way for QSOs, assuming all lines are Lyα absorptions at the beginning. Thus we can derive a line list, including column densities, Doppler widths and assumed redshifts (equivalent to observed central wavelengths) as if they are Lyαs. In the input file, we also give the value of spectral resolution (FWHM in km s −1 ), the wavelength coverage, the SNR value at two ends, the removed sections due to bad pixels or cosmic rays, and the emission redshift z em of the QSO. We present part of the input file for the HIRES spectrum of QSO Q0100+1300 in Table 1 .
The rest wavelength and oscillator strength of the atomic transitions we expect to appear in the spectra are adopted from Morton (2003) and Verner et al. (1994) . All transitions in Verner et al. (1994) with P (expected strength of absorption lines) greater than 8.0 are included in our complete list of transitions (available in Table 2 , in electronic format). Twenty-nine transitions of the most frequently detected "common" ions (CIV, NV, OVI, MgII, AlIII, SiII, SiIV and FeII), referred as "common transitions," are used to search for candidate absorption systems (Table 3) . Other transitions will be employed to find additional less common absorptions once a candidate system is constructed. The results of the code are output in two files. In the first output file, the absorption systems identified by the code are listed in order of increasing absorption redshifts, along with the estimated column density, Doppler width and all identified metal lines at each redshift. In the second output file, all detected lines are listed according to the observational wavelengths. For each line, all possible candidate identifications found by the code are presented, not only those identifications giving excellent agreement in line strength but also those that are not so certain.
Ion Redshift Finder
We start with common ions in the initial search for possible systems. The strategy employed broadly follows Aaronson et al. (1975) . However, instead of the so called "standard packet" (a group of common transitions of various ions which are representative of a certain ionization equilibrium) used by Aaronson et al., common transitions of the same ion are used in our code each time the redshift finder is called.
For each ion, possible redshifts are evaluated by dividing each observational wavelength by the rest wavelength of every common transition of this ion. All possible redshifts in the range from zero to 0.01c larger than the emission redshift of the QSO are then sorted by increasing magnitude. For Table 1 General properties of the HIRES spectrum and list of detected lines for QSO Q0100+1300 as input to the code. The removed sections are also listed. For detected absorption lines, we give the name of absorbing ions, column densities log N , Doppler widths b and redshifts z in the columns. The fictional ion 'M1' has only one transition, which is identical to Lyα. neighboring redshifts z i and z i+1 in the array, the weighted mean value is calculated, followed by the checks
and
If these conditions are satisfied, a candidate metal absorber is found atz and composed of these two possible metal lines at z i and z i+1 . The error of redshift is defined as
where R = λ/Δλ is the resolution, and the value of the adjustable factor ERRW could be smaller than one because line center can be determined to a fraction of the instrumental FWHM for well resolved lines. Then possible redshift values from z i to z i+2 are averaged and similar conditions are rechecked to find out if these three possible metal lines share the same redshift. Such process will be repeated with z i+3 , z i+4 , etc., until one of the checks is not satisfied. For example, one of the checks is not satisfied when values from z i to z i+3 are averaged. As a result, the currently adopted candidate absorber consists of three possible metal lines (at z i , z i+1 , z i+2 ) and the search for the next candidate absorber will start with z i+3 and z i+4 . Once a candidate absorption redshift is found, additional metal lines are searched for by using transitions not employed in the previous process. If one of the observed lines agrees with the predicted observational wavelength of an uncommon transition at the given redshift, an additional candidate metal line is found for this system.
The Assessment of the Identifications
A significant fraction of candidate metal absorbers with two or more metal lines found in the above process could be accidental. We can use information on line strength to assess which ones are more likely to be real.
In our code, the key to the assessment is getting the true value of column density (N ) and Doppler width (b) of the candidate metal absorber if they do exist. Due to the high number density of lines in the Lyα forest in high resolution spectra, it is possible that only part of the detected lines of the candidate absorber are unaffected by blending. Obviously these "pure" metal lines would share the N and b values of the metal absorber, if the absorber is real. We try to recognize these metal lines to get the values of N and b for the metal absorber.
In practice, some of the detected metal lines of the candidate metal absorber are selected to check if they have the same N and b. The weighted mean values of N and b of these selected metal lines are calculated by
and X
of all selected metal lines are less than one, we consider that these metal lines have the same N and b. We would like to maximize the number of selected lines satisfying such conditions to include all "pure" metal lines. log N and log b of these selected metal lines are considered to be the real values of N and b for the metal absorber.
In the case that we cannot find at least two metal lines satisfying such conditions, the weighted mean values of log N and log b of all detected metal lines of this candidate absorber are used as the most plausible values for the absorber.
N i in Equation (4) is the column density of the metal line assumed to be the absorption of the current metal transition, not the column density that Lyα represented in the input data. It can be obtained as
where λ lab and f lab are the rest wavelength and oscillator strength of the transition currently being identified.
In principle, for a real metal absorber, all atomic transitions of the ion should be observed with X 2 log Ni < 1 and X 2 log bi < 1 if the shifted wavelength is in the coverage of the spectrum. However, due to the limited SNR, some of them might be too weak to be distinguished from noise.
The minimum detectable equivalent width at a given observational wavelength is defined as
where Δλ(λ obs ) = λ obs /R. To simplify the procedure, we approximate the SNR value at λ obs using linear interpolation from the SNRs at the two ends of the spectrum. ERRW has the same value as that in Equation (3). The predicted EW in the observed frame for the undetected transition is
assuming the absorption is not saturated. Here N ion is the column density of the metal absorber, from log N in Equation (4). To accept a candidate metal absorber of an ion with two atomic transitions, such as CIV, NV, OVI, AlIII or SiIV, X 2 log Ni < 1 and X 2 log bi < 1 are required for detected metal lines and EW pred < EW min is required for undetected transitions. However, for ions with more than two atomic transitions, such as SiII and FeII, it is rare that all detected absorptions are unaffected by blending. Thus only three "pure" metal lines with X 2 log Ni < 1 and X 2 log bi < 1 are required to identify the metal absorber of these ions.
As mentioned in Section 2, we define a scale called "ranking" to approximately describe the probability of candidate metal lines and absorbers found by the code. The ranking of a metal line depends on the difference between the values of N and/or b for the metal line and those for the metal absorber
where X 2 i is the biggest of X 2 log Ni , X 2 log bi and X 2 log Ni × X 2 log bi of this metal line. Ranking of a metal absorber equals the product of rankings of all its detected metal lines and the values EW min /EW pred of all undetected transitions. Obviously, the ranking of identified metal lines and metal absorbers equals one and for other candidates ranking is less than one.
ERRORS OF THE N AND b PARAMETERS FROM PROFILE FITTING
The errors of N and b from profile fitting are essential to evaluate the ranking of candidate metal absorbers. Usually these errors are estimated simultaneously by the profile fitting program. However, considering the correlation between N and b values and the ambiguity in the choice of deblending the solution, the uncertainties of such values cannot be measured with the accuracy we desire. We introduce another method to estimate these fitting errors.
For given values of parameters log b and log N for Lyα absorption, we can calculate the corresponding Voigt profile (convolved with the instrumental profile), and the profile of slightly different values (log b , log N (Lyα)) for comparison. The value
is evaluated to measure the difference between the tested profile and the comparison profile. Here f test and f comp are normalized flux for the tested parameters (log b, log N (Lyα)) and comparison parameters (log b , log N (Lyα)). In Equation (10) we sum over all data points of the tested profile with f test < 0.95, and N (f test < 0.95) is the number of these points. Thus for each log blog N (Lyα) point, we can calculate the distribution of X 2 in its vicinity on the log b-log N (Lyα) plane, as shown in Figure 3 . In the cases that the distribution of X 2 is approximately elliptical perpendicular to the axes, for instance, when log N (Lyα) = 13 and log b = 1.6, a single value of error for log N and log b derived by the profile fitting code works well. The contour X 2 = 0.01 lies close to the uncertainty range defined by these error values when SNR ∼ 30. Thus we assume that the fitting process cannot distinguish the tested profile from the comparison profile when X 2 < 0.01 in the case of high SNR, and the area enclosed by the contour X 2 = 0.01 defines the range of uncertainty of log N and log b at this log b-log N (Lyα) point.
In most cases, the shape of the uncertainty area is so complicated that we cannot use a single value to accurately describe the error of log b or log N . As a compromise between accuracy and speed, we define the values of error for log N and log b in four quadrants respectively, according to the extension of the uncertainty area in each quadrant (shown in Fig. 4 ). Thus for one tested log b-log N (Lyα) point, we have four values to describe the uncertainty of log b and four for the uncertainty of log N .
We have calculated such "error" when log N (Lyα) = 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and log b = 0, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 2. For each observed absorption line, according to the value log N (Lyα) and log b presented in the input file, the four values of error for log b and four values of error for log N are evaluated by linear interpolation or extrapolation (see Fig. 5 ).
If we have log N 1 >log N 2 and log b 1 <log b 2 for a candidate metal absorber composed of two lines, errors in quadrant IV for (log b 1 , log N 1 (Lyα)) and errors in quadrant II for (log b 2 , log N 2 (Lyα)) are employed to calculate log N and log b. Here N 1 = N 1 (Lyα)λ Lyα f Lyα /λ lab,1 f lab,1 and N 2 = N 2 (Lyα)λ Lyα f Lyα /λ lab,2 f lab,2 , following Equation (6). The values of error would not change in such a conversion.
For spectra with a lower SNR, the error should be larger. We introduce an adjustable factor ERRF, multiplying the value evaluated above, for variable SNR levels. 
TEST WITH SIMULATED SPECTRA
We have constructed a series of artificial spectra based on the real HIRES spectra of Q0100+1300 to test the code. They share the same background continuum and similar SNR features (Fig. 6 ). In these artificial spectra, the absorption lines have the same distribution of N (as Lyα) and b as the lines in a real spectrum, but are shifted randomly in wavelength. The only constraint is that the total numbers of lines inside and outside the Lyα forest remain unchanged. So in principle, no real absorption systems should be identified from these lines. In addition, artificial metal absorbers of CIV, NV, OVI, MgII, AlIII, SiII, SiIV and FeII have been added to these artificial spectra at various N and b values. The result of the code applied to these artificial spectra can give a measurement of the occurrence of Type-I and Type-II errors.
In Table 4 we present the adjustable parameters used in the code. They are ERRW for the error of redshift, and ERRF for the estimated error of log N and log b, as mentioned in Sections 3.2 and 4. By tuning these parameters, we can change the occurrence of Type-I and Type-II errors. Griest ERRF has stronger effects on the efficiency of the code. Except those in extremely strong blends (the blends where we are unable to do any reliable deblending and measure the contribution of each component), the code has confirmed 84% (117 in 139) artificial metal absorbers when ERRF=1.0 and 89% (124 in 139) artificial metal absorbers when ERRF=1.5 (Table 5) .
The percentage of metal absorbers identified and confirmed by the code with log(N λf ) max (cm −1 )< 8 is quite low, especially for FeII, where log(N λf ) max is the value of log(N λf ) for the strongest transition of the ion.
In our artificial spectra, the profile fitting for weak transitions of metal absorbers with log(N λf ) max ≤ 8 usually suffers from noise or blending. These lines could not be fitted accurately, leading to a deviation of N or b from true values much larger than the estimated value for the fitting error. Thus the code will give the candidate metal absorbers a ranking of less than one. An example is the NV absorber at z = 2.138 in one of our artificial spectra (Fig. 8) . The λ1242 absorption is blended with a weak neighboring absorption and could be fitted using a single Voigt Fig. 7 Total number of artificial metal absorbers (white) and the number of absorbers confirmed by the code as functions of log(Nλf)max, dark grey for ERRF=1.0 and light grey for ERRF=1.5. The upper panel shows ions with two common transitions (CIV, NV, OVI, MgII, AlIII and SiIV), and the lower panel is for ions with more than two common transitions (SiII and FeII). Fig. 8 Some of the artificial metal absorbers missed by the code in artificial spectra. Line blending (NV absorber at z = 2.138), saturation (MgII absorber at z = 0.697 and CIV absorber at z = 1.425) and low column density (FeII absorber at z = 0.810) are the major reasons causing the code to miss these absorbers.
profile with b = 15.01 km s −1 , while the stronger λ1238 absorption gives a more credible b value of 9.78 km s −1 . Thus the metal absorber has a ranking of 0.21, and is not confirmed by the code. For ions with more than two transitions, such as FeII, at least three absorptions with X 2 log Ni < 1 and X 2 log bi < 1 are required to accept the candidate. However, for FeII absorbers with log(N λf ) max < 8, it is common that only two absorption lines are strong enough to be fitted properly, unaffected by noise, and thus the metal absorber would not be confirmed by the code. For example, for the artificial FeII absorber at z = 0.810 (Fig. 8 right column) , only λ2382/2600 absorptions can be fitted properly (b = 2.47 and 2.25 km s −1 respectively). The fitting results for weaker λ2344/2586 absorptions are affected by noise (b = 6.87 and 3.39 km s −1 respectively), and λ2260/2374 absorptions are not distinguished from photon counting fluctuation. The ranking of this metal absorber is just 0.54. For higher column density absorbers, the ratio being confirmed increases significantly.
For saturated absorption, misidentification of damping wings could generate a deviation of N |Δ log N (cm −2 )| > 2, much larger than normal fitting error σ(log N )(cm −2 ) < 1. For the artificial MgII absorber at z = 0.697, in Figure 8 , the solid curve in the panel of MgII λ2803 absorption shows the profile of log N (MgII)(cm −2 ) = 13.58 and b(km s −1 ) = 9.27, which could be considered consistent with the observed flux within uncertainty at a first glance. However, more careful analysis gives log N (MgII)(cm −2 ) = 15.99 and b(km s −1 ) = 3.75 (dashed curve), which is also supported by the profile of the λ2796 absorption (solid curve in the panel above). Such error could be avoided if we take care when fitting saturated absorption features.
The CIV absorber at z = 1.425 is a sample of blending. The weak absorption at the blue wing of λ1550 absorption is confused as a damping wing, resulting in the fitting parameters log N (CIV)(cm For investigation of Type-II errors, the code accepts 0.50 accidental absorbers per spectrum on average when ERRF=1.0 and 1.75 accidental absorbers when ERRF=1.5, from about 500 observed lines in the Lyα forest. Obviously, a larger ERRF value results in fewer Type-I errors but more Type-II errors. As a compromise, we currently use the value 1.5.
TEST APPLICATION TO OBSERVED QSO SPECTRA
We have applied the code to some individual QSO spectra obtained using the HIRES spectrograph on the Keck telescope. A 1.14 slit is used which provides a maximum instrumental FWHM of 8.8 km s −1 (Misawa et al. 2004; Kirkman et al. 2005) . The results of two QSOs are presented here. = 17.3, z em = 3.235) This QSO was first reported by the Hamburg QSO survey (Hagen et al. 1999) . Our spectrum was discussed by Misawa et al. (2004) (Fig. 9) . The wavelength coverage of the spectrum is from 3575.4 to 5128.1Å, entirely in the Lyα forest. The SNR per pixel varies from 5.3 at 3594Å to 30.1 at 5115Å. Human identification for absorption systems has been applied independently by our group member as preparation for future research (paper in preparation). It took around two days for this QSO. Four systems, MgII at z = 0.436, SiIV/SiII/CII at z = 2.601, SiII at z = 2.868 and SiII/SiIII/CIII at z = 3.040, were identified by a human.
HS0757+5218 (V
The code confirmed the absorbers MgII/MgI at z = 0.436 and SiIV/SiII/CII at z = 2.601, but gave the system at z = 3.040 a ranking of 0.54 as the result of blends. Most absorptions of SiII at z = 2.868 are also in blends and cannot be identified by the code. In addition, the code accepts Table 6 Metal absorbers identified by the code in QSO HS0757+5218, with the values of best fit for z, N and b. The components at the redshifts with * are confirmed by the code, while others are identified in the follow-up human check. four additional systems: MgII/MgI at z = 0.430, MgII at z = 0.467, OVI at z = 3.042 and OVI at z = 3.247. All these confirmed metal absorbers are listed in Table 6 , and the profiles of detected metal absorption are presented in Figure 10 . Although the MgII absorber at z = 0.430 is of nearly the same strength as the adjacent MgII at z = 0.436 which was manually identified, it was missed by a human. This example demonstrates the fact that the completeness of human identification is hard to keep constant and hard to calibrate.
6.2 Q0100+1300 (a.k.a. PHL957, V = 16.6, z em = 2.681)
This QSO was first reported as a "faint blue star" in Haro & Luyten (1962) , identified as a QSO by Schmidt in the spectroscopic survey of Sandage-Luyten objects (Sandage & Luyten 1969) , and has been studied for decades (Lowrance et al. 1972; Coleman et al. 1976; Chaffee et al. 1983 ). The most prominent feature along the line of sight towards this QSO is a DLA at z = 2.309, associated with a detected galaxy (Lowenthal et al. 1991) . This system has a column density of log N HI (cm −2 ) = 21.4, and chemical abundance has been measured for C, N, Al, Si, S, Cr, Fe, Ni and Zn (Molaro et al. 1998; Prochaska & Wolfe 1999) .
Our spectrum was also taken on HIRES (Fig. 1) . The wavelength coverage is from 3392.6Å to 4913.1Å. The Lyα peak is at about 4520Å. The SNR varies from 7.1 at 3394Å to 20.0 at 4911Å. The five systems identified by the code are listed in Table 7 and shown in Figure 11 .
The CIV 1548/1550, AlIII 1854/1862, CrII 2062/2066, and ZnII 2026/2062 absorptions associated with the DLA system are not available in our spectrum due to the limited wavelength coverage. The SiIV, NI and FeII absorbers of the DLA system have been confirmed by the code. The NiII 1370/1454 absorptions have been found, but the NiII 1317 line falls in a strong blend, so the NiII absorber has not been confirmed automatically. Additionally, the code has identified an ArI absorber at z = 2.30911 which had not previously been reported. For high column density absorption systems with a multi-component kinematic structure, complicated absorption profiles are usually observed. The saturation and small velocity interval make it difficult to fit each component properly, such as the CIV 1548 absorptions around z = 1.798 in the Q0100+1300 spectrum. Usually only part of the velocity components could be confirmed by the code. However, we can identify all other components in the follow-up human check based on these "seeds" given by the code. 
SUMMARY
In this paper, we have presented a computational method that is coded to automatically identify absorption systems in high resolution QSO spectra.
To take advantage of high resolution, we use a Voigt profile fitting to derive the central wavelengths, column densities and Doppler widths of the observed absorption lines, which are used as the input to the code. Candidate metal absorbers are searched by grouping absorption lines with the same assumed redshifts. The method based on the values of N and b is employed for the assessment of the probability of candidate metal absorbers, to minimize accidental systems that have serious problems due to the high number density of lines. Considering the correlation between N and b, we introduce a new approach to estimate the fitting errors of N and b, according to the variance of the Voigt profile as a function of N and b.
To calibrate the performance of the code, we have constructed a series of artificial spectra with metal absorbers added by hand. We have found that the ratio of artificial absorbers confirmed by the code heavily depended on the level of spectra noise. At the SNR values that we have examined, more than 92% of the metal absorbers with log(N λf ) max (cm −1 ) > 8 could be confirmed by the code. For weaker metal absorbers where the profiles could be seriously distorted by noise, the ratio decreases dramatically. To identify these absorbers, higher SNR spectra are required.
We have applied the code to HIRES spectra of QSOs HS0757+5218 and Q0100+1300. The code can confirm most absorbers identified by hand which do not suffer from strong blending. Furthermore, it shows a superior capability to discover single component systems and exotic ab-sorptions in high column density systems in the Lyα forest. Moreover, after the pre-processing of the profile fitting, which normally takes 4 ∼ 5 hours for an experienced person, the code takes only a couple of minutes to complete the search in these spectra with a coverage of 1500Å and about 600-800 detected lines, which is much faster than a human. Such efficiency, combined with the repeatability, make the code very suitable for the study of large samples of high resolution QSO spectra.
The line parameter based method limits the completeness of the result in high column density systems, which usually have a complicated kinematic structure. According to the saturation, velocity interval and noise level, on average about half of the velocity components could be properly fitted and confirmed by the code. However, the code also lists all possible identifications which could give hints for a follow-up human check for the unconfirmed absorptions.
